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Active Networking is concerned with the rapid definition and deployment of innovative, but reliable and robust, networking services. Towards this end we have developed a composite protocol and networking services architecture that encourages re-use of protocol functions, is well defined, and facilitates automatic checking of interfaces and protocol component properties. The architecture has been used to implement common Internet protocols and services. We will report on this work at the workshop.

A number of projects [1, 2, 3, 4, 5] have considered deconstructing networking protocols into simpler components. Once decomposed, one has a library of components from which to build new operational protocols. The advantages of decomposition are that components can be reused, one component can easily substitute for another, and verification of component operation is simple. We developed our architecture and implementation based on the Ensemble system [4]. We removed the group communications components and built new protocol components to implement useful Internet services.

In our architecture, protocols are composed of protocol components. A typical protocol component fragments a packet into smaller message transfer units (MTUs) with a corresponding component at the receiver that reassembles fragments into a complete packet. A protocol component is represented by an augmented finite state machine (AFSM) [6] and a local memory [7]. The AFSM describes which actions to take when a packet is transmitted or a packet is received. The actions on the packet and interactions with local memory are formally specified, and that enables us to consider using automated tools for protocol analysis.

Protocol components are composed to form protocol stacks. A protocol stack is similar to our normal concept of a protocol, for example transmission of a TCP message, or a UDP message. In a multicast environment, we think of protocol stacks for joining/leaving a multicast group; dispersing packets (multicast); and arranging the multicast tree (routing and router placement). These protocols interact to form a network service. Our architecture defines how these separate protocols interact, via a well-defined interface, to form a network service.

Our architecture facilitates reuse of protocol components, rapid development of new protocols and services, and uses rigorous definition to enable formal analysis of protocols and interactions between protocols. We believe basing networking protocols and services on fundamental computing science foundations of well-defined structures and interfaces will facilitate rapid deployment of innovative networking services. Our architecture is demonstrated by several protocol implementations including TCP, UDP, FTP, and reliable multicast.

Our contribution to the workshop will review our composite protocol architecture, show how common protocols are implemented, and show how innovative services can be introduced into a network using a formal approach to defining protocols and services.


